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A geometric criterion for the existence of chaotic trajectories of a reversible
Hamiltonian system with the configuration space T_N, with N a compact
manifold, is given. The main result is a variational version of the theorem of D. V.
Turayev and L. P. Shilnikov (Dokl. Akad. Nauk SSSR 304, 1989, 811814) on the
symbolic representation of trajectories of Hamiltonian systems possessing several
homoclinics to a saddle equilibrium.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let M be a compact m-dimensional manifold. Consider a Hamiltonian
system on
T*M=[( p, q) | q # M, p # T q*M].
with Hamiltonian H=H( p, q). The symplectic structure dp 7 dq is
standard. Suppose that H satisfies the following six conditions, (H1)(H6).
(H1) H # C3 is strictly convex in the momentum p, i.e., the Hessian
Hpp( p, q) is positive definite for all ( p, q). Moreover H( p, q)   as
p  .
The last statement implies that all energy levels Qh=[H=h] are
compact.
(H2) The system is reversible, i.e. H(&p, q)=H( p, q).
Since any trajectory z : [a, b]  T*M, z(t)=( p(t), q(t)), is uniquely
determined by its projection q : [a, b]  M, such a curve q will be also
referred to as a trajectory of the Hamiltonian system.
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Define the function V on M by the formula V(q)=H(0, q). It can
be regarded as the potential energy. Without loss of generality it can be
assumed that maxM V=0.
The main example to keep in mind is a natural Hamiltonian system:
H( p, q)= 12 (A(q)p, p) +V(q), (1.1)
where A(q) is positive definite for all q # M.
Suppose that V satisfies:
(H3) V has a unique maximum point q0 # M, and it is nondegenerate.
Then the point z0=(0, q0) # T*M is a saddle equilibrium: the charac-
teristic exponents \*1 , ..., \*m are real and *k>0 for all k.
Under conditions (H1)(H3), there always exists a homoclinic orbit to
the equilibrium z0 . This was proved in [2] for natural systems, and in [3]
in the general case. To introduce some of the notation and ideas that will
be used in what follows, the proof for non simply connected M will be
sketched.
Proposition 1.1. The number of homoclinic trajectories is at least twice
the number of multiplicative generators of ?1(M, q0).
First recall the Maupertuis Principle. For any h # R define the Jacobi
metric & }&h on the set Mh=[V<h]/M by the formula
&q* &h=max
p
[(p, q* ) | H(q, p)=h], q # Mh . (1.2)
This function on TMh is convex and homogeneous of degree one in q* ,
and so it is a reversible Finsler metric on Mh which degenerates on the
boundary Mh . For example, for the natural system with Hamiltonian
(1.1),
&q* &h=- 2(h&V(q))(q* , A&1(q)q* )
is a Riemannian metric on Mh .
The Maupertuis Principle states that if q : [a, b]  Mh is a trajectory of
the Hamiltonian system with energy h, then q : [a, b]  Mh is a geodesic of
the Finsler metric & }&h , i.e., an extremal of the length functional (or
Maupertuis action)
Jh(#)=|
b
a
&#* (t)&h dt (1.3)
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on the set of C1 curves # : [a, b]  Mh with fixed boundary points.
Conversely, any extremal of Jh in Mh after a reparameterization becomes
a trajectory with energy h.
For h=0, the Jacobi metric (1.2) is defined everywhere on M, positive
definite on M0=M"[q0], and vanishes at the equilibrium q0 . Denote
this metric by & } &. Let J=J0 be the Maupertuis action, and d be the
corresponding distance on M:
d(a, b)=inf[J(#) | # # C1([0, 1], M ), #(0)=a, #(1)=b]. (1.4)
This metric defines the standard topology on M (because it degenerates at
just one point) and makes M a compact metric space.
The length 0J(#)+ is defined for any continuous curve
# # C0([0, 1], M ) by the formula
J(#)=sup { :
n
i=1
d(#(t i&1), #(ti)) } 0=t0<t1< } } } <tn=1= .
It is natural to consider J on the set of rectifiable curves [# # C0
([0, 1], M ) | J(#)<] such that #(t){const on any interval. Since the
length of a curve is independent of the parametrization, curves differing by
an order preserving reparametrization will be identified. Let 6 be the
corresponding quotient space. Every element in 6 can be represented by a
curve # : [0, 1]  M parameterized proportionally to the arc length. Then
6 is embedded in C0([0, 1], M ) and carries the C0 topology. The length
functional J is lower semicontinuous on C0([0, 1], M ) [8] and for any
c>0 the set [# # 6 | J(#)c] is compact.
Let 0/6 be the set of loops # : [0, 1]  M such that #(0)=#(1)=q0 .
Any homoclinic trajectory to z0 gives a curve in 0. Conversely, any local
minimizer of J in 0 which is contained in M"[q0] except for the
endpoints, after a reparameterization becomes a homoclinic trajectory. This
implies:
Lemma 1.1. The functional J has a minimum on any homotopy class
in 0. Any minimizer is a homoclinic trajectory or a chain of homoclinic
trajectories #1 _ } } } _ #n .
Similarly, any free homotopy class of closed curves in M contains a
minimizer which is a periodic trajectory of zero energy or a chain of
homoclinics. Lemma 1.2 yields Proposition 1.1. Observe that non-
degeneracy of q0 wasn’t used in the proof.
Let W s and Wu be the stable and unstable manifolds of the hyperbolic
equilibrium z0 . Generically a minimizing homoclinic orbit # to z0 is trans-
versal, i.e., the intersection of W s and W u along # is transversal in Q0 .
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However, since the characteristic exponents of the equilibrium z0 are real,
this doesn’t imply complicated behavior of the system. Indeed, Devaney
[15] gave an example (the so called Neumann problem), where there exist
4 transversal homoclinics to a saddle equilibrium, but the system is
integrable. In his example, the configuration space M is a projective plane
RP2, but there is a simpler example with M=T2.
Indeed, consider two disconnected mathematical pendula:
H= 12 (p
2
x+ p
2
y)+*
2
1(cos x&1)+*
2
2(cos y&1). (1.5)
Then (0, 0) # T2 is a saddle equilibrium which possesses 4 transversal
homoclinic trajectories. But certainly the mathematical pendulum is an
integrable system.
Thus additional assumptions are needed for chaotic behavior in the sad-
dle case. Sufficient conditions were discovered by Turayev and Shilnikov
[28]. They proved that if there exist 3 transversal homoclinics to a saddle
equilibrium of a Hamiltonian system with characteristic exponents
\*1 , ..., \*n , 0<*1<*k for k2, and they don’t belong to the strong
stable W ss/W s or strong unstable W uu/Wu invariant manifolds, which
are tangent the to eigenvectors corresponding to larger eigenvalues
\*2 , ..., \*n , then the Hamiltonian system has chaotic trajectories. The
main result of the present paper is a variational version of the theorem
of Turayev and Shilnikov. Instead of assuming the existence of several
transversal homoclinics, some assumptions of a geometrical nature are
made.
Note that the saddle-focus case is considerably simpler. Indeed, Devaney
[14] proved that the existence of a transversal homoclinic to a saddle-
focus equilibrium of a system with two degrees of freedom implies the
existence of chaotic trajectories. A variational version of his result was
obtained by Buffoni and Se re [9]. Some further results were proved in [18].
In a recent paper [7] we studied the special case M=T2 but without the
reversibility assumption (H2). Under an additional geometrical condition
on (M, d ), we constructed chaotic trajectories for small negative values of
energy. Strong use was made of the two-dimensional nature of the problem.
In the current paper it is shown how using a symmetry condition allows us
to extend the results of [7] to the multidimensional setting.
To be more precise, assume that the Hamiltonian has an additional
symmetry. Let M=T_N, where N is a compact manifold and T a
1-dimensional torus. It is convenient to assume that T=R2Z. Put
q=(x, y), where x # T and y # N, p=( px , py), where px # R and py # T y*N.
Let I : M  M be the involution I(x, y)=(&x, y). The fixed point set of I
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consists of two components N0=[0]_N and N1=[1]_N. The involu-
tion I defines the involution I
*
: T*M  T*M by I
*
( px , py , x, y)=
(&px , py , &x, y). Suppose that
(H4) H is invariant under the involution I
*
.
In particular, V(&x, y)=V(x, y). Then necessarily the maximum point
q0 belongs to the set of fixed points of I. Without loss of generality it can
be assumed that q0 # N0 . The Hamiltonian system has an invariant
symplectic manifold
Q=T*N0=[( px , py , x, y) | x=0, px=0]/T*M
which contains the equilibrium z0 . Enumerate the characteristic exponents
in such a way that the eigenvalues \*1 correspond to the eigenvectors
transversal to Tz0 Q, and the exponents \*2 , ..., \*n correspond to
eigenvectors in Tz0 Q. Suppose that
(H5) *1<*k for k2.
Note that example (1.5) satisfies conditions (H1)(H5) but has no
chaotic trajectories. Condition (H4) implies that the involution I : M  M
is an isometry of the metric d. The last assumption is the following one:
(H6) c0=d(N0 , N1)<c1=d(q0 , N1).
Now our main result can be stated:
Theorem 1.1. Suppose that (H1)(H6) are satisfied. Then there exists
$>0 such that the system possesses chaotic trajectories on any energy level
Qh with 0<|h|<$.
In particular, the system has positive topological entropy on Qh . It is an
interesting open question whether there always are chaotic trajectories
when h=0. A condition similar to (H6) was used in in [5, 6] to prove
nonintegrability of a natural system on a torus T2. It was used in [10, 12,
24] for systems with strong force singularities of the potential on R2 and
in [25] for natural systems on T2 to prove the existence of a large number
of homoclinic orbits.
Let 1k/6 be the class of closed curves in M=T_N performing k rota-
tions around the circle T. Let 0k=0 & 1k be the subset of curves passing
through q0 . Thus 0k # ?1(M, q0) is the k-fold iterated homotopy class con-
sisting of curves in M performing k rotations around T. Condition (H6)
means that min11 J=2c0<min01 J=2c1 . Hence min11 J is attained at a
closed curve which is a periodic orbit of zero energy. Thus condition (H6)
means that there is a periodic orbit winding once around T for which the
action is lower than for any homoclinic orbit winding once around T. In
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[6] this condition was verified for a double pendulum in a certain range
of parameter values. We give a simpler example where conditions
(H1)(H6) hold.
Exapmle. Consider a particle moving on a torus
M=[(x, y, z) # R3 | x2+(- y2+z2&R)2=r2], 0<r<R,
under the action of a gravitational force with the potential energy V=z.
The kinetic energy is given by the Euclidean metric.
Denote a=R&r and b=R+r. The potential energy has a maximum
at the point q0=(0, 0, b). Conditions (H1)(H5) obviously hold. The
symmetry I : M  M is the reflection y  &y with the fixed point set
M & [ y=0]=N0 _ N1 , where
N0=[x2+(z&R)2=r2, y=0], N1=[x2+(z+R)2=r2, y=0].
The Jacobi action of a curve # in M equals
J(#)=|
#
- 2(b&z)(dx2+dy2+dz2).
Denote Z=M & [z=0]. Then it is easy to see that d(N0 , N1)=
d(N0 , Z)+d(Z, N1). Since
d(q0 , N1)d(q0 , Z)+d(Z, N1),
condition (H6) will hold if d(N0 , Z)<d(q0 , Z).
Obviously, d(N0 , Z)=J(#), where #(t)=(0, a cos t, a sin t), 0t?2.
Hence
J(#)=|
?2
0
- 2(b&a sin t) a dt<ab2 \?&
a
b+ .
A similar rough estimate shows that
d(q0 , Z)>|
b
0
- 2(b&z) dz=
2 - 2
3
b32.
Hence d(N0 , Z)<d(q0 , Z) provided that
a b2 \?&
a
b+
2 - 2
3
b32.
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Denote c=ab # (0, 1). Then (H6) holds for f (c)=c2&?c+430, or
c
*
c<1, where c
*
is the only zero of f in (0, 1). Since f (12)<0, c
*
<12.
Hence (H6) holds for 12c<1, or, equivalently, for R3r<R, and
in this case there exist chaotic trajectories. Making the calculations more
carefully will give a better condition.
Similar multidimensional examples can be easily constructed.
The proof of Theorem 1.3 is based in part on the following proposition.
Proposition 1.2. There exists n # N such that for |k|>n,
min
0k
J<k min
01
J.
Let
E=[k # Z | |k|>n] _ [\1].
For any k # E, any minimizer of J in 0k doesn’t pass through the point q0
except at the endpoints. The set Mk of minimizers of J in 0k consists of
reversible homoclinics.
In particular, the set of minimizing homoclinics in 0k is compact. Here
a trajectory # : R  M of the Hamiltonian system is called reversible if
#(&t)#I#(t), or more briefly #&1=I#.
Without condition (H6), the number of homotopy classes containing
minimizing homoclinics can be finite (for the example (1.5) this number
equals 6). However, the classes 0\1 always contain minimizing
homoclinics.
Theorem 1.3 will be improved by showing that the Poincare map on a
subset of the energy level Qh is semiconjugate to a topological Markov
chain (also called a subshift of finite type [19]).
Take a small sphere 7 around the point q0 and define a Poincare section
as
Ph=[( p, q) # Qh | q # 7, p # T q*M is pointed outside 7].
The Poincare map , : Uh  Ph is well defined and smooth on an open set
Uh/Ph .
For any finite set K/E and given sign of energy s=sign h, define a
topological Markov chain _ : 7sK  7
s
K as follows. Let A be the matrix with
elements
Akj={1,0,
skj>0
skj<0,
k, j # K.
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Let 7sK be the set of sequences [k i # K] i # Z , such that Aki ki+1=1, endowed
with the product topology, and let _ : 7sK  7
s
K be the shift [ki]  [ki+1].
Proposition 1.3. Under the hypotheses (H1)(H6), for any finite set
K/E, there exists $>0 such that for any h # (&$, $)"[0], there exists
a compact invariant set 4/Uh of the Poincare map , and a continuous
surjective map f : 4  7sK , s=sign h, such that _ b f =f b ,. Thus , | 4 is semi-
conjugate to the topological Markov chain _ : 7sK  7
s
K .
For a set K containing at least 3 elements, the matrix A is nontrivial
both for h>0 and h<0. The orbits of the system corresponding to an orbit
[ki # K]i # Z of the topological Markov chain are multibump orbits close to
a chain of minimizing homoclinics #i # Mki . The details are presented in
Section 4.
Note that it is not assumed that the sets Mk , k # K, contain unique mini-
mizing homoclinics. There can be even a continuum of them. When the sets
Mk are disconnected for some k # K, the symbols of the topological Markov
chain can be chosen as an index set for the set of connected components
of  [Mk : k # K]. The construction of the Markov chain is a variational
version of the theorem of Turayev and Shilnikov [28].
The presentation and proofs here are quite close to their analogues in
[7]. In fact (H4) allows for a somewhat simpler presentation than in [7].
Proposition 1.4 is proved in Section 2 by variational methods. In Section 3
a version of the Shilnikov Lemma [26] is proved which provides a solu-
tion of the boundary value problem for the system near the equilibrium. In
Section 4 the homoclinic trajectories are glued together by using these local
results to provide first periodic and then chaotic trajectories. This yields
Proposition 1.5 and Theorem 1.3.
Remark. All the results of this paper will hold under a weaker assump-
tion than (H2). It is sufficient that the set [ p | H( p, q)=0] is a compact
strictly convex hypersurface in T q*M for all q{q0 , the point z0=(0, q0) is
the only equilibrium in Q0 , and Hpp(0, q0) is positive definite. It is also not
necessary that M is compact. It is sufficient that (M, d) is a complete
metric space. For example, the potential V can have strong force
singularities. The proofs under these weaker assumptions remain the same.
There are many papers on variational methods for proving the existence
of homoclinic and chaotic trajectories for Hamiltonian systems on T*M
with Hamiltonian convex in momenta (see the references in [4, 11, 16]).
Even more papers deal with systems on Rn with superquadratic potentials
(see the list of references in [27, 12]). Most of these papers deal with
nonautonomous systems, and use Hamilton’s principle instead of the
Maupertuis principle. In the autonomous case, this approach encounters
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some difficulties due to the invariance of Hamilton’s functional under time
translations. The existence of an infinite number of homoclinics for
autonomous Hamiltonian systems was established by using Hamilton’s
principle in [10, 12, 24, 25]. In [9, 18] the existence of chaotic trajectories
was proved.
The approach based on the Maupertuis principle which is used in
the present paper seems simpler for autonomous Hamiltonian systems
on T*M, since it is more natural to work on a fixed energy level.
This approach was used for proving the existence of homoclinics in, for
example, [2, 20], and for constructing chaotic trajectories in [57].
2. EXISTENCE OF HOMOCLINIC ORBITS
The methods of this section are related in spirit to the approach of
Morse [22] and Hedlund [17] to minimal geodesics on compact surfaces.
The methods of [17, 22] are 2-dimensional and don’t work for dim M>2.
Another difference between the current setting and [17, 22] is that the
Jacobi metric is a Finsler metric and it degenerates at the point q0 .
However, under conditions (H1)(H4) and (H6), the proofs are similar to
the proofs of Morse and Hedlund. In this section condition (H5) isn’t
necessary. Moreover, it isn’t necessary that the strict maximum q0 of V is
nondegenerate.
To simplify the notation, it is more convenient to work on the covering
space M =R_N. Let ? : M  M be the projection and d the distance in M
corresponding to the distance d in M. Then the translation T : M  M ,
T(x, y)=T(x+2, y) is an isometry. The involution I of M is lifted to
an isometry I : M  M , I(x, y)=(&x, y). Hence Ik=T k b I, Ik(x, y)=
(2k&x, y), is also an isometry. The set of fixed points of Ik equals Nk=
[k]_N. Denote qk=[2k]_N. Then ?&1(q0)=[qk]k # Z .
The metric d is complete on M , i.e., closed bounded sets are compact.
Hence any compact sets A, B/M can be connected by a minimizing curve
# with J(#)=d(A, B). It is a geodesic, i.e., a trajectory of zero energy
everywhere in M "[qk]k # Z . The geodesics entering qk can’t be continued
further: they are asymptotic trajectories to qk [20]. Hence # is a chain of
geodesics : _ #0 _ } } } _ #n _ ;, where : connects A with qk1 , ; connects qkn
with B, and #i are heteroclinics connecting qki&1 with qki .
The above remarks and symmetry conditions (H2) and (H4) imply the
following lemma.
Lemma 2.1. For k # Z let # be a minimizer in M connecting the points a
and b=Ik(a). Then J(#)=2d(a, Nk) and #=: _ ; with : a minimizer
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connecting a with Nk and ; a minimizer connecting Nk with b. If # doesn’t
pass through the set [qi | i # Z] except at the endpoints, then ;=Ik:&1.
Conversely, if : is a minimizer on the set of curves connecting a with Nk , i.e.,
J(:)=d(a, Nk), then the curve #=: _ Ik :&1 is a minimizer connecting a
with b. K
Corollary 2.1. min0k J=2d(q0 , qk)=2ck , where ck=d(q0 , Nk)=c&k .
Since a minimizer connecting q0 with N1 can’t pass through any point qi
with i{0, this implies that the min01 J=2c0 is attained on a reversible
homoclinic orbit. The next result shows the relation between ck and c0 .
Lemma 2.2. For k # Z,
d(N0 , Nk)=|k| c0 . (2.1)
The function k  ck , k1, is increasing and concave:
ck&ck&1ck+1&ckc0 . (2.2)
Remark. (1) Equation (2.1) implies that
min
1k
J=|k| min
11
J=2 |k| c0 .
Hence any minimizer # of J in 11 is minimal in Morse’s sense [22]: its lift
to the covering M minimizes the distance between any its points.
2. Condition (H6) is not needed here. Moreover, such results hold
for any metric invariant under the transformations T and I of M . For
dim M=2, similar results were established by Morse [22] by using the
intersection property of curves on a surface. In the present setting, the sym-
metry condition (H4) takes the place of the intersection property.
Inequalities similar to (2.2) are common in the AubryMather theory of
monotone twist maps [1]. Inequality (2.2) was proved by Caldiroli and
Jeanjean [10] for the case of a point moving in the plane in a force field
with a singular potential. Hedlund’s example [17] shows that without
assumption (H4), Lemma 2.2 doesn’t hold for dim M3.
Proof of Lemma 2.2. The proofs of (2.1) and (2.2) are similar and
follow the approach of Morse [22]. Thus only (2.2) will be proved. It is
sufficient to show that for any k>1 there exists a curve | connecting N0
with N1 such that
ck+1&ckJ(|)ck&ck&1 . (2.3)
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Let _ be a minimizer connecting q0 with Nk . Then J(_)=ck and
_=: _ |, where : connects q0 with Nk&1 and | connects Nk&1 with Nk .
Hence
J(_)=J(:)+J(|)ck&1+J(|).
Then the curve _ _ Ik |&1 connects q0 with Nk+1 . Hence
ck+1J(_)+J(|)=ck+J(|).
Inequality (2.3) follows immediately. K
Now under condition (H6) the existence of a minimizing homoclinic
orbit to the equilibrium q0 in the class 0k will be proved for all large k.
A modification of the approach of Caldiroli and Jeanjean [10] will be
used. Take sufficiently small = # (0, c1&c0). Let #0 , J(#0)=c0 , be some
minimizer connecting N0 with N1 . Then by (H6)
kc0+d(q0 , #0)ckkc0+=. (2.4)
Let
n=sup[k # N | ck=kc1].
Then by (H6), n is finite: 1nd(q0 , #0)=. Let
&=(n+1) c1&cn+1>0. (2.5)
Proposition 2.1. For |k|>n and any i, j # Z"[0] such that i+ j=k,
ci+cjck+&. (2.6)
This property of concave functions follows from (2.2) and (2.5). For the
proof we refer, for example, to [7].
Let 0<\<min(=, &)2. Denote
U=[q # M | d(q, q0)=], U\=[q # M | d(q, q0)\]. (2.7)
Let W0 be the connected component of the set ?&1(U\) containing q0 .
Then Wk=T kW0 is a \-neighborhood of the point qk .
Proposition 2.2. Let |k|>n. Let _ be any curve connecting q0 with qk
such that J(_)2ck+\. Then _ can’t pass through the neighborhoods Wi
with i{0, k.
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Proof [3]. If _ passes through some point q # Wi with i{0, k, then q
can be connected with qi by a curve of length \. This gives a curve :
connecting the points q0 and qi , and the curve ; connecting the points qi
and qk . Moreover
J(:)+J(;)J(_)+2\2ck+3\.
But by Proposition 2.1,
2ck+3\J(:)+J(;)2ci+2ck&i2ck+2&,
which is a contradiction. K
Proposition 2.2 shows that the homotopy class 0k contains a minimizing
homoclinic orbit.
Corollary 2.2. For |k|>n the compact set
02ckk =[# # 0k | J(#k)=2ck]
consists of minimizing reversible homoclinic orbits. K
Thus Proposition 1.2 is proved. In general there can be a continuum of
minimizing homoclinics in 0k .
Let 7=U. Take any minimizing homoclinic # # 02ckk and parameterize
# : [0, 1]  M proportionally to the arc length. Then #(=(2ck)) # 7 and
#(1&=(2ck)) # 7 are respectively the first and last intersection point of #
with 7. By Proposition 2.2, #(t) # M\=M"U\ for t # [=(2ck), 1&=(2ck)].
Let Ak , Bk/7 be the sets of first and last intersection points with 7 for all
# # 02ckk . The sets Ak and Bk are closed and Ak & Ai=< and Bk & Bi=<
for k{i. By symmetry, Bk=A&k=I(Ak).
The set U"N0 consists of two connected components
U+=[q=(x, y) # U | x>0], U&=[q=(x, y) # U | x<0]. (2.8)
Put 7\=7 & U\ . Since Q is an invariant submanifold in the phase space,
none of the constructed homoclinics have common points with N0 . This
implies:
Proposition 2.3. For k # E, the sets Ak , Bk/7+ _ 7& are nonempty,
compact and I(Ak)=Bk=A&k . Moreover Ak/7+ and Bk/7& for k>0,
and Ak/7& and Bk/7+ for k<0.
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3. BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM
Suppose that conditions (H1)(H3) and (H5) hold. In this section,
following the approach of Shilnikov [26], the existence and uniqueness of
orbits with small energy h connecting two points a, b in a small
neighborhood U of q0 will be proved. The sign of h depends on the position
of the points a, b. It will be negative if a and b both lie on the same side
of N0 , and positive if they lie on different sides. In the next section these
local results will be used to glue together the homoclinics obtained in
Section 2. In this section all trajectories are parameterized by time.
The hyperbolic equilibrium z0 has m-dimensional local stable and
unstable manifolds W s, uloc [23]. The projections of W
s, u
loc to M are dif-
feomorphisms of small neighborhoods of z0 in W sloc and W
u
loc to a
neighborhood U of q0 in M. It is well known that W s, uloc are Lagrangian
manifolds, i.e., the restrictions of the 1-form ( p, dq) to W s, uloc are closed.
Hence these manifolds are defined by generating functions \s on U such
that s(q0)=0:
W uloc=[( p, q) | p={s(q), q # U], W
s
loc=[( p, q) | p=&{s(q), q # U].
The classical calculus of variations implies that s(q)=d(q, q0), where the
distance d is defined by the Jacobi metric. Indeed, s satisfies the Hamilton
Jacobi equation H({s(q), q)=0. By the definition (1.2) of the Jacobi
metric,
&q* &=max[( p, q* ) | H( p, q)=0]({s(q), q* ) =s* (q),
and equality holds if q* =*Hp({s(q), q) for some *0.
The function s has a nondegenerate minimum at the point q0 . For small
=>0, the neighborhood U defined in (2.7) is a ball in M with smooth
boundary 7. The calculation above yields the following analogue of the
Gauss lemma in Riemannian geometry.
Lemma 3.1. For any point a # U, there exists a unique trajectory
#a : [0, )  U with zero energy such that limt   #a(t)=q0 and #a(0)=a.
The curve #a is minimizing: J(#a)=d(a, q0). K
For the trajectories #a(t) and #a(&t), let z\a ((t)=(\pa(\t), #a(\t)) be
the corresponding orbits in the phase space. Then z+a (t) # W
s
loc , t0, and
z&a (t) # W
u
loc , t0.
Lemma 3.2. Let T>0 be sufficiently large. Then for any points a, b # U
and {T there exists a unique trajectory
z(t)=( p(t), q(t))= f (a, b, {, t), ({, t) # DT=[({, t) | {T, 0t{],
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such that q(0)=a and q({)=b. The map f is C2 on U2_DT . Moreover,
z(0)= f (a, b, {, 0)  z+a (0) and z({)= f (a, b, {, {)  z
&
b (0) as {  
uniformly in (a, b) # U2. Choose some local coordinates such that z0=0.
Then
f (a, b, {, t)=z+a (t)+z
&
b (t&{)+e
&*1{,(a, b, {, t), (3.1)
where &,&C1 is uniformly bounded on U 2_DT .
Lemma 3.2 follows from the following well known result. Consider the
differential equation z* =v(z), where v is a C1 vector field in a neighborhood
of 0 # Rn. Let gt , t # R, be the phase flow. Suppose that v(0)=0 and the
matrix Dzv(0) has no eigenvalues on the imaginary axis. Assume that there
are eigenvalues both with positive and negative real parts. Let
*=min |Re Spec Dzv(0)|. Let W s and Wu be the local stable and unstable
invariant manifolds of the equilibrium 0.
Lemma 3.3. Let X, Y be manifolds in Rn intersecting the manifolds W s,
Wu, respectively, transversally at some points x0 and y0 . Then for sufficiently
large T>0 and any {T there exists a solution z(t)= gtz(0), 0t{, such
that:
v z(0) # X and z({) # Y;
v there is a representation
z(t)= gt(x0)+ gt&{( y0)+e&*{,({, t), (3.2)
where , is C1 uniformly bounded on DT , i.e., there exists a constant C>0
such that
&,&C1(DT , Rn)C, DT=[({, t) | {T, 0t{];
v If the manifolds X, Y depend smoothly on a parameter c taking
values in a compact manifold Z, then ,({, t, c) is a C1 function of
(t, {, c) # DT_Z, and &,&C1(DT_Z, Rn)C.
This result, which is a slight improvement of Shilnikov’s Lemma [26],
is a reformulation of a result of Deng [13]. It follows also from a
qualitative version of the *-lemma [23]. Lemma 3.3 implies Lemma 3.2.
Indeed, put X=T a*M and Y=T b*M. Then gt(z)=z+a (t) for z # W
s
loc & X
and gt(z)=z&a (t) for z # W
u
loc & Y. Equation (3.1) implies the following:
Corollary 3.1. Let S(a, b, {) be the action
S(a, b, {)=|
{
0
( p, dq) =|
{
0
( p(t), Hp(z(t))) dt
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of the trajectory z(t)=( p(t), q(t)) in Lemma 3.2. Then S # C2(U2_[T, ))
and S(a, b, {)&(s(a)+s(b))  0 as {   uniformly in (a, b) # U2.
The energy h(a, b, {) of the trajectory z(t)=( p(t), q(t)) is a C2 function
on U2_[T, ). Obviously, h  0 as {  , but for the sequel it is
necessary to know the sign of h.
Recall that the hypersurface N0/M divides the neighborhood U of the
point q0 into open sets (2.8).
Lemma 3.4. There exists a C2 function h0 on U2 such that h0>0 on
(U+_U& ) _ (U&_U+) and h0<0 on U 2+ _ U
2
& and the function h on U
2
has the form
h(a, b, {)=e&*1{(h0(a, b)+h1(a, b, {)),
where the function h1 : U2_[T, )  R is small for large {:
&h1&C1(U2_[{, ))  0 as {  .
Proof. Let W uuloc/W
u
loc be the strong unstable manifold of the equi-
librium q0 , i.e., the invariant manifold tangent to the eigenvectors with
eigenvalues *2 , ..., *n . It divides W uloc into connected components W
u
\ . The
definitions of the strong stable manifold W ssloc/W
s
loc and W
s
\ are similar.
The manifolds Wuu and W ss are projected to N0 under the projection
? : T*M  M. Thus W s, u\ =?
&1(U\) & W s, uloc .
There exist local symplectic coordinates u1 , ..., un , v1 , ..., vn in a
neighborhood of the equilibrium z0 such that Wu=[v=0], W s=[u=0],
and the Hamiltonian takes the form
H(u, v)= :
n
k=1
*kukvk(1+O(x, y)). (3.3)
Thus u is the coordinate on W u, and v on W s. The coordinates can be
chosen in such a way that Wuu=[u1=0, v=0] and W ss=[v1=0, u=0].
Moreover, it can assumed that W u+ is given by the inequality u1>0. Then
it is easy to see that W s+ is given by the inequality v1>0.
The Hamiltonian system on the unstable manifold takes the form
u* 1=(*1+O(u)) u1 , u* k=*kuk+O2(u).
The first equation can be transformed to a linear form !4 1=*1!1 by a C1
change of variables !1=u1 f (u), where f (0)>0 [13]. The flow g&t on Wu
takes the form
g&t(u)=(e&*1 tu1 f (u), 0)+e&*1 tG(u, t), (3.4)
where &G&C1  0 uniformly as t  .
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A similar representation holds for the flow on the stable manifold. For
an initial point v # W s,
gt(v)=(e&*1tv1g(v), 0)+e&*1 tE(v, t), g(0)>0, (3.5)
where &E&C1  0 uniformly as t  .
Now put t={2 in (3.1) and estimate the energy H at the point z({2).
By (3.1), (3.4), and (3.5),
z({2)=(e&*1{2u1 f (u), 0, e&*1{2v1 g(v), 0)+e&*1{2F(u, v, {), (3.6)
where u=u({) and v=v(0), and &F&C1  0 as T  . Substituting (3.6)
into (3.3) gives
h(a, b, {)=H(z({2))=e&*1{(*1u1v1 f (u) g(v)+h1(u, v, {)),
where &h1&C1  0 as {  .
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.4. K
A similar argument was recently used by Buffoni and Se re [9] for the
case of a saddlefocus equilibrium, following an earlier paper of Devaney
[14]. In the current setting, a result like Lemma 3.4 was probably the basis
for the theorem of Turayev and Shilnikov [28], although it wasn’t
formulated in [28].
Let K/(U"N0)2 be a compact set. Then for (a, b) # K the function
h0(a, b) is bounded away from zero. Thus h(a, b, {) is monotone in { for
sufficiently large {. Solving the equation h=h(a, b, {) for { yields a C 2
function {={h(a, b) provided h is chosen with the right sign. This gives:
Proposition 3.1. Let K/(U"N0)2 be a compact connected set. There
exists $>0 such that for all h # [&$, 0) if K/(U+_U+) _ (U&_U&)
and for all h # (0, $] if K/(U+_U&) _ (U&_U+) the following holds.
v For any point (a, b) # K, there exists a unique trajectory zha, b=
( pha, b , q
h
a, b) : [0, {]  T*U of energy h connecting the points a and b.
v The time {={h(a, b) is a C2 function on K and {h   as h  0.
Moreover
{h(a, b)=&
log |h|
*1
++(a, b, h), (3.7)
where the function + is bounded as h  0.
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v The action fh(a, b)=S(a, b, {h(a, b)) of this trajectory is a C2
function on K and
fh(a, b)=Jh(qha, b)  d(a, q0)+d(q0 , b) (3.8)
uniformly on K as h  0.
4. GLUING OF HOMOCLINICS
In this section the results of Sections 23 will be combined to obtain the
existence of an infinite number of periodic and chaotic orbits. The varia-
tional problem for finding homoclinics in Section 2 will be reformulated in
a slightly different way. Let 7=U and D=M\ . Consider the set 4/6
of rectifiable curves # : [0, 1]  D such that #(0) # 7 and #(1) # 7. Recall
that curves in 6 obtained by a reparameterization are identified. The
topology on 4 is the C0 topology if curves are parameterized propor-
tionally to the arc length in the Jacobi metric. The functional J on 4 is
lower semicontinuous and the set 4C=[# # 4 | J(#)C] is compact for
any C>0.
Any curve # # 4 defines a curve #~ # 0 by connecting the points q0 with
a=#(0) and b=#(1) with q0 by the minimizers #&1a and #b given in
Lemma 3.1. Thus #~ =#&1a _ # _ #b and J(#~ )=J(#)+2=.
For any k # Z let 4k=[# # 4 | #~ # 0k]. Let E be the set (1.6).
Proposition 2.2 and Corollary 2.2 imply the following
Lemma 4.1. For all k # E,
min
4k
J=2ck&2=.
Denote
42ck&2=k =[# # 4k | J(#)=2ck&2=].
The curves #~ # 0k corresponding to the minimizers # # 42ck&2=k are trajectories
of minimizing homoclinics from the class 0k . Any curve # # 4k such that
J(#)2ck&2=+\ is contained in D"D.
The sets Ak and Bk in Proposition 2.3 can be defined as
Ak=[#(0) | # # 42ck&2=k ]/7sign k , Bk=[#(1) | # # 4
2ck&2=
k ]/7&sign k .
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Fix an arbitrary finite set K/E. Let Xk/7 and Yk/7 be small closed
neighborhoods of Ak and Bk respectively. If these neighborhoods are
sufficiently small, then Xk & Xl=Yk & Yl=< for k{l, and Xk/7sign k ,
Yk/7&sign k .
There exists c # (0, \] such that
J(#)>2ck&2=+c
for any k # K and any # # 4k such that #(0) # Xk or #(1) # Yk . Denote
Zk=[# # 4k | J(#)2ck&2=+c, #(0) # Xk , #(1) # Yk]. (4.1)
Then Zk is compact and 42ck&2=k /Zk . The boundary Zk of the set Zk in
4k consists of the curves # such that #(0) # Xk or #(1) # Yk or
J(#)=2ck&2=+c. This implies the following:
Lemma 4.2. For any k # K,
inf
Zk
Jck&2=+c. (4.2)
and #([0, 1])/D"D for any curve # # Zk . K
Now the homoclinics will be glued together to get multibump orbits.
A sequence [ki # K] i # Z will be called admissible for given energy h{0 if
sign(ki ki&1)=sign h for all i # Z. (4.3)
Thus for h<0, if Xki/7+ for some i, then Yki&1/7+ , and if Xki/7& ,
then Yki&1/7& . For h>0, if Xki/7+ for some i, then Yki&1/7& , and if
Xki/7& , then Xki&1/7+ .
First a multibump periodic orbit close to a sequence of minimizing
homoclinics will be constructed.
Theorem 4.1. For any finite set K/E, there exists $>0 such that for
any h # [&$, $]"[0] and any admissible l-periodic sequence [ki # K] there
exists a periodic trajectory z(t)=( p(t), q(t)) of energy h and a monotone
periodic sequence
} } } <ai<bi<ai+1<bi+1< } } } ,
ai+l=ai+T and bi+l=b i+T,
where T is the period of the trajectory, such that for all i # Z:
v q(ai) # Xki , q(b i) # Yki , q | [ai, bi] # Zki (up to a reparametrization);
v q(t)=|hq(bi), q(ai+1)(t&bi) for all t # [bi , a i+1];
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v there exists a constant C>0, depending only on K, such that
bi&aiC, bi+1&ai+
log |h|
*1
C. (4.4)
Remark. The constant $>0 depends only on the set K and is independ-
ent of l and of the sequence [ki # K]. The period T depends on h and goes
to infinity like l log |h| when h  0. The periodic orbit belongs to the
homotopy class 1r with r= li=1 ki .
Fix the energy h # [&$, $]"[0] as in Proposition 3.1. Later $>0 will
have to be decreased several times. Choose $>0 so small that V<&$ on
D. Then for |h|<$, the Jacobi metric & }&h is well defined and positive
definite on D. Fix some constant
C>2 max
k # K
ck&2=+c. (4.5)
Lemma 4.3. The Maupertuis functional Jh corresponding to the energy h
is well defined and lower semicontinuous on 4. For any # # 4 such that
J(#)C,
|Jh(#)&J(#)|*($) (4.6)
for some *($)>0 independent of # # 4 and such that *($)  0 as $  0.
Indeed, for any q # D, the set Qh(q)=[ p # T q*M | H( p, q)=h] is
compact and Qh(q)  Q0(q) in the Hausdorff metric as h  0. Then
&q* &h= max
p # Qh(q)
( p, q* )  max
p # Q0(q)
( p, q* )=&q* &
uniformly in q # D. Hence
(1&:($)) &q* &&q* &h(1+:($)) &q* &,
where :($)  0 as $  0. Hence (4.6) holds with *($)=C:($). K
The proof of Theorem 4.1 requires introducing an appropriate function
space. Consider the Cartesian product
Z=4k1_ } } } _4kl
with the product topology. Any point z=(#1 , ..., #l) # Z defines a periodic
sequence [#i] i # Z by setting #l+i=#i . Define the functional 8h on Z,
8h(z)= :
l
i=1
(Jh(#i)+ fh(#i (1), #i+1(0))), (4.7)
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where the function fh was defined in Proposition 3.1. The functional (4.7)
is similar to the functional used in the AubryMather theory [1, 2]. For
h=0, by (3.8) and Lemma 4.1,
80(z)= :
l
i=1
J(#i)+2N=2 :
l
i=1
cki .
The inequality is an equality iff #i is a minimizer in its homotopy class 4ki
and
min
Z
80=2 :
l
i=1
cki .
The set of minimum points of 80 equals 42ck1&2=k1 _ } } } _4
2ckl&2=
kl
. Any
minimum point represents a sequence of homoclinics #~ i # 0ki .
Lemma 4.4. Suppose z=(#1 , ..., #l) # Z is a local minimum for the
functional 8h , h # [&$, $]"[0], such that #i ([0, 1])/D"D for all i. For
each i # Z, connect the point yi=#i (1) with xi+1=#i+1(0) by the trajectory
|i=qhyi , xi+1 constructed in Proposition 3.6. Then the closed curve
#=#1 _ |1 _ #2 _ |2 _ } } } _ #N _ |N
is a trajectory of a periodic orbit with energy h provided that $>0 is
sufficiently small.
Proof. Since #i is a local minimum of Jh on 4ki and #i ([0, 1])/D"D,
by the Maupertuis principle it is a trajectory of energy h. Thus it is a
projection of a solution zi : [0, {i]  T*M, zi (t)=( pi (t), q i (t)) such that
qi (0)=#i (0)=x i , q i ({i)=#i (1)= yi . It is sufficient to show that for all i,
zi ({i)=zhyi , xi+1({i), zi (0)=z
h
yi&1, xi
({h( y i&1 , xi)).
Then # is a smooth curve and hence it is a trajectory of Hamilton’s equations.
Thus it is sufficient to show that the momentum has no jump at the
points yi and x i . It will be shown, for example, that the momentum has no
jump at the point yi . Take a variation of the point yi=#i (1) # 7 and a
smooth variation of the curve #i , keeping all other curves #j with j{i fixed.
By the first variation formula,
$Jh(#i)=( pi (t), $qi (t)) | {i0 =( p, $yi) , p= pi ({i).
Similarly,
$Jh(qhyi , xi+1)=( p$, $yi) , q
h
yi , xi+1
(0)=( p$, yi).
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Since $yi # Tyi 7 is arbitrary, the jump 2p of the momentum satisfies the
condition
2p= p$& p=Tyi 7, H( p, y i)=H( p$, y i)=h. (4.8)
Since H is convex in the momentum, for small |h| and given p$, Eqs. (4.8)
have two solutions p= p$ and p= p$&*n, where n # T*yi M is the exterior
normal to 7. Suppose that 2p{0. Then the second possibility holds. For
small |h| the momentum p$ is close to the interior normal of 7. Hence
p= p$&*n is close to the exterior normal. Since #i is a trajectory of energy
h, qi (t) is close to #yi ({ i&t) for small |h|. By reversibility, # i enters the
small neighborhood U\ of the point q0 . This contradicts the assumption
that #i ([0, 1])/M\=D"D. K
In view of Lemma 4.4, to establish the existence of a multibump periodic
orbit it is sufficient to show that for small h the functional 8h has a local
minimizer z=(#1 , ..., #l) such that #i ([0, 1])/D"D for all i.
Let Zk/4k be the set (4.1) and let
X=[(#1 , ..., #l) # Z | #i # Zki]=Zk1_ } } } _Zkl .
Being a product of compact sets, the set X is compact. By Lemma 4.2,
#([0, 1])/D"D for any # # Zk and k # K.
Lemma 4.5. There exists $>0 such that for h # [&$, $]"[0] the
functional 8h is well defined and lower semicontinuous on X.
Indeed, the functional 8h is a sum of continuous and lower semi-
continuous functions.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. By Lemma 4.5, for h # [&$, $]"[0] the functional
8h has a minimum point z # X. In view of Lemma 4.4, to complete the
proof it remains to show that any minimum point z=(#1 , ..., #l) of 8h in
X lies in the interior of X in Z. Then since #i ([0, 1])/D"D, Lemma 4.4
applies and gives the theorem. The boundary of X in Z consists of the
points z=(#1 , ..., # l) with #i # Zki for some i=1, ..., l. Suppose that the
minimum point z lies on the boundary, so that #i # Zki for some i. By (4.2)
and (4.6),
Jh(#i)cki+c&2=&*($). (4.9)
Replace the curve #i by an arbitrary curve #^i # 4ki . Since the interaction
between the components #i and #i\1 in (4.7) is very small for small |h| , the
new point z^=(#1 , ..., #^i , ..., #l) # X satisfies 8h(z^)<8h(z). Indeed, by (4.6),
Jh(#^i)cki&2=+*($). (4.10)
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By (3.8), for |h|$, the interaction term in (4.7) can be estimated as
| fh(#i&1(1), #^ i (0))+ fh(#^i (1), #i+1(0))&4=|+($), (4.11)
where +($)  0 as $  0. By (4.9), (4.10), and (4.11), if $>0 is so small
that +($)+2*($)<c, then for h # [&$, $]"[0],
8h(z^)=8h(#1 , ..., #^i , ..., #l)8h(z)&c++($)+2*($)<8h(z),
which is a contradiction. Theorem 4.1 is proved. K
A similar result for arbitrary nonperiodic sequences [ki # K]i # Z will be
proved next.
Theorem 4.2. For any finite set K/E, there exists $>0 such that for
all h # [&$, $]"[0] and any admissible sequence [ki # K] i # Z , there exists a
trajectory of energy h satisfying the properties in Theorem 4.1.
Theorem 4.2 implies Theorem 1.1 and Proposition 1.3.
Proof of Theorem 4.2. The proof is obtained by a limit procedure which
is standard in the AubryMather theory [1]. Fix a constant C>0 as in
(4.5) and consider the infinite product
P=(4C)Z
with the product topology. Let Y/P be the set of sequences z=[#i] i # Z
with #i # Zki for all i # Z. A sequence z # Y will be called minimal if for any
z^=[#^i] i # Z # Y such that #^i=#i for all i except belonging to a finite set,
:
i # Z
(Jh(#^i)+ fh(#^i (1), #^i+1(0))&Jh(#i)& fh(#i (1), # i+1(0)))0.
This is a standard definition in the AubryMather theory [1, 21].
Exactly as in the proof of Theorem 4.1, for any minimal z # Y, it follows
that #i # Zki"Zki for all i. Thus by Lemma 4.4 any minimal sequence z
gives a trajectory of energy h satisfying the condition of Theorem 4.2.
Therefore, it is sufficient to prove the existence of a minimizing sequence
in Y.
Take a sequence [ni # K] i # Z and for any l # Z+ replace it by a periodic
sequence [ki]i # Z such that ki=ni for i=&l, ..., l and ki+(2l+1)=k i for all
i, j # Z. Since the sequence [ki] i # Z is periodic, Theorem 4.1 applies. This
gives a minimum point of the functional 8h on > li=&l Zki which defines a
(2l+1)-periodic sequence z(l ) # P. Now let l  . Since P is compact in the
product topology, z(l ) has a subsequence z(lj) converging to a sequence
z() # P. Obviously, z() # Y. Since for any finite set I/Z, # (lj)i  #
()
i for
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all i # I, the limit sequence is minimizing. The proof of Theorem 4.7 is
complete.
Now a sketch of the construction of the invariant set 4 in Proposition 1.3
will be given. In the proof of Theorem 4.2, for any admissable sequence
[ki] # 7sK , s=sign h, a set of minimizing sequences [#i] # Y was con-
structed. Any such sequence defines a sequence zi=( pi , qi), qi=#i (0), of
points in the Poincare section Ph , where pi # T*qi M is uniquely defined by
H( pi , qi)=h and Hp( pi , q i)=*#* i (0), *>0. Then ,(zi)=zi+1 , where
, : Uh  Ph is the Poincare map.
Let 4/Ph be the set of points z0 corresponding to all sequences [#i]
obtained in such a way. Obviously, 4 is invariant. The semiconjugacy
f : 4  7sK is given by f (z0)=[ki].
Remark. The minimum set of the functional J on 1k , k=\1, consists
of reversible periodic orbits with action 2c0 . Similarly, for small |h|, the
minimum set of Jh on the set of curves from 1k that are contained in Mh ,
consists of reversible periodic orbits with action close to 2c0 . Let Ghk/Qh
be the corresponding invariant set. Under the assumptions above, there
exist heteroclinic orbits from z0 to the set G0k and from G
0
k to z0 .
One can extend the above construction to glue together not only homo-
clinics to q0 but also these heteroclinics. Namely fix the sign of energy and
consider a finite sequence k0 , k1 , ..., kl , where k i # E for i=1, ..., l&1 and
ki=\1 for i=0, l. Such a sequence is called admissible for given energy
h{0 if it satisfies (4.3) for i=1, ..., l. For any admissible sequence and
sufficiently small $>0, there exists a heteroclinic trajectory _ of energy
0<|h|$ with properties as in Theorem 4.3 which is asymptotic to the set
Ghk0 as t  & and to the set G
h
kl
as t  +. The orbit _ is a multibump
orbit passing near the equilibrium l times.
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